presumably a melanocytic nevus, secondary to previous laser therapy was rendered (Figure 4) . The histopathologic diagnosis prompted an active inquiry for previous laser therapies, and it was discovered that the patient had undergone cosmetic removal of leg hair with an 810 nm, pulsed, high-power diode laser (LightSheer Diode Laser) 15 days prior to the biopsy.
Discussion
The majority of lasers used for hair removal target melanin as the chromophore, consequently there are limitations and potential side effects mostly pertaining to alterations in pigmentation. In healthy skin, the higher density of melanin within the hair shaft and within the follicular matrix cells as well the presence the larger and more heavily melanized melanosomes relative to the epidermis contributes to the preferential targeting of melanin in the hair follicle over melanin in the epidermis. In a nevus, the increased number of melanocytes and melanin suggests that the photons of the laser for hair dermoepidermal junction and in pagetoid distribution within the epidermis, simulating malignant melanomas. However, the distinction is possible because in the former these findings are restricted to the area above the dermal fibrosis, while in the latter they often extend beyond it [13] [14] [15] [16] . In cases where an unequivocal distinction between recurrent nevus and melanoma cannot be achieved, review of the previous biopsy (when available) usually resolves the quandary.
There are also cases in which a diagnosis of melanoma has been made subsequent to laser treatment of a melanocytic lesion. We believe some of these lesions were actually melanomas from the outset and, therefore, inadequately treated with lasers, while others could have been nevi that displayed changes of recurrent nevus (pseudomelanoma) after laser therapy that were ultimately misconstrued as transformation of a nevus in melanoma [1, 5 ].
An electronic search on the PubMed database yielded a small number of publications regarding changes in melanocytic nevi after hair removal treatment with laser or IPL. This is summarized in Table 1 , which includes two cases that 
